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1. (a) Write the Buler's equation of motion lor a fluid.

Deduce, with usual notation, that the Bernoulli'a equation io given by
f do I ^l!+-a'+n= constant. for irrotat ional motion.J p 2'

(b) A long pipe is of length I and has slowly tapering cross-section. It is

inclined at an angl€ a to the horizontal anti water flows steadily through

it ftom the upper end to the lower end. The sectiou at the upper end has

twice the radius of the lower end. At the lower end the water is delivered

at atmospheric pressure r. II the pressure at the upper end is tx/ice atmo-

Bpheric. Show that the velocity of the delivery l. {3fnl"ino * It}},'" li5\Y""" 
.. ' P/J '

where p is the density of the wi.ter.

2. Infinite inviscid iuid of constant der8ity is attracted towards a fixed point O

by a force /(r) per unit mass, where r is the distance of any point from O.

Initially the liquid is at rest, and there is a cavity bounded by a ephere of

radius a. If the pressure at infinity and in the ca,vity are equal, prove thatr the

radius -R o{ the cavity at tim€ , is such ihat sR' + zRR + z f' t t\a, = o.la -' '
If /(r) = t1-*, where & is a constart, then show that the cavity will be filled. IT
up atter an rnterval time V- oi.



3. In the pad of an infiniie plane bounded by a circular quadrant -4.8 and the

nd\i O A, O B, there is a two-dimensional motion due to a source of strength

m at ,{ and a sink of etrength 
'lr 

at L Find the velocity potential of the

motion and Bhow that the fiuid which iasues from ,4 in the direction making

an angle a with O,4 follows the path whose polar equaiion is

r = oeil| 26 
[661o 1

-I

t/cot2 a + cosec'2l)' ,

a. (a) Lei a three dimensional doublet o{ sirength p be situated at the origin.

Show that trhe velocity potedial d at a point PQ,e,rl), ia epherical polar

coordinates, due to the doublet cal be written in the lorm / = pr-7 cot9.

(b) A three dimensional doublet of strength p whose axis is in the direction

OX is distant @ from the rigid plare r = 0 which ia the solc boundary of

liquid oI constant density p, infinite in exteet. If the presrwe at iofinity

is n, fnd the pressure at a point on the boundary dirtad f tom O.

Show l,hdl, the pressure on the plane is leasr at a distance a! from rhe

doublet.


